Small mesh size hydrogel for functional photocontrol of encapsulated enzymes and small probe molecules.
Previously, we developed the "protein activation and release from cage by external light" (PARCEL) method for controlling the function of proteins by encapsulating them in a photodegradable hydrogel and subsequently releasing them by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation of the gel. However, controlling small proteins is difficult because small proteins can leak from the gap (ca. 12.4 nm) of the mesh structure of the hydrogel without irradiation. Here, we developed a photodegradable gel with a smaller mesh size (~3.6 nm) and used the new gel to control the function of three small enzymes (trypsin, chymotrypsin, and elastase) and several small nonprotein molecules. The new gel showed reduced leakage of the proteins without irradiation, and tryptic activity increased approximately 78-fold upon irradiation of gel-encapsulated trypsin. The new gel also permitted encapsulation and release of 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, molecular weight 277), a small DNA-specific fluorescent probe. After irradiation to the gel-encapsulated DAPI and subsequent addition of DNA, strong fluorescence of the DAPI-DNA complex was observed. Our results indicate that reducing the gel mesh size from 12.4 to 3.6 nm should allow the encapsulation of various proteins and small molecules in an inactive state and their subsequent light-induced release. We expect this method to be useful in preparation of photoactivated biosensors, drug delivery systems, and catalysis.